
Allergy Tests IgG blood test is not helpful. AAAAI

Sinusitis No antibiotics or x-rays are needed for symptoms less than 1 week duration
AAAAI AAFP
AAOHNSF

Recurrent hives Testing not needed.  Careful history may (or may not) give clues as to cause. AAAAI
IgG treatment Not helpful for recurrent infections AAAAI
Asthma Accurate diagnosis requires a breathing test (spirometry) AAAAI
Low back pain No x-rays needed for symptoms less than 6 weeks duration AAFP ACP
Bone density scan Not helpful for women less than 65 or men less than 75 AAFP

Cardiac screening Not helpful unless symptoms are present or a person has significant risks
AAFP ACC ACP
ASE ASNC SCCT

Pap smears Not helpful if age below 21, age over 65, or if a hysterectomy was done AAFP
Birth For normal pregnancy do not induce labor or perform C-section before 39 weeks AAFP ACOG
Carotid screening Not recommended (for example avoid screening ultrasound of carotid arteries) AAFP
Cervical HPV test Not recommended for women below age 30 AAFP ASCP
Severe dementia Avoid feeding tubes due to complications AAHPM AGS
Palliative care Ok to start palliative care if distress is present AAHPM
Defibrillator OK to deactivate defibrillator if requested by patient in terminal situation AAHPM
Bone metastasis If needed for pain then only one treatment is required (more are not helpful) AAHPM
Nausea In palliative care avoid ABH gel for nausea AAHPM
Headaches EEG testing is not helpful AAN
Fainting Carotid ultrasound is not helpful AAN
Migraines Avoid narcotics and butalbital AAN
Multiple sclerosis Avoid interferon-beta or glatiramer acetate for steadily progressive disease AAN
Carotid surgery Avoid carotid endarterectomy if surgeon has complication rate over 3% AAN
Eye surgery Pre-operative lab or x-rays not needed AAO
Retinal imaging Not recommended unless symptoms are present AAO
Pink eye No antibiotics are needed for this viral infection AAO
Eye injections Pre/Post procedure antibiotics are not needed AAO
Dry eyes Tear duct  plugs are not needed for mild symptoms AAO
Hearing Sudden loss of hearing does not require a CT scan for evaluation AAOHNSF
Ear tube drainage Antibiotic ear drops are better than oral antibiotics AAOHNSF
External ear Antibiotic ear drops are better than oral antibiotics for external ear infections AAOHNSF
Hoarseness Laryngoscopy should precede imaging tests AAOHNSF
Viral colds Antibiotics should be avoided AAP
Colds in children Children under age 4 should not take cough and cold medications AAP
Head injury Minor head injuries in children do not need CT scans (see PECARN criteria) AAP
Febrile seizure Children with seizure due to fever do not require CT scans AAP
Abdominal pain Children do not need a CT scan for routine evaluation of abdominal pain AAP
After heart bypass 5 years after bypass some cardiac screening may be helpful ACC SNMMI

Low risk surgery Pre-op cardiac imaging or other cardiac testing is not helpful
ACC ASCP ASE
ASNC SVM

Valve disease Mild valve problems do not require follow-up imaging ACC ASE
Heart attack If coronary stent is needed acutely only the offending lesion should be stented ACC
Pregnancy The cervix should be "favorable" for induction of labor or C-section (39-41 wks) ACOG
PAP smears Should be done every 3 years for women age 30 to 65 ACOG
Pap smears Mild dysplasia needs no treatment if present less than 2 years ACOG
Ovarian Cancer No screening is needed unless symptoms are present or risk is high ACOG
Fainting Simple fainting does not require CT or MRI of the brain ACP

Blood clots
A blood test (d-dimer) is best if the risk of blood clots is low (rather than CT
scan) ACP

Pre-op tests A chest x-ray is not needed unless chest problems are suspected ACP
Simple headache Imaging is not needed ACRx
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Blood clots Low risk patients do not need imaging studies (no surgery, no estrogen etc) ACRx
Abdominal pain Ultrasound is preferable to CT to evaluate for appendicitis in children ACRx
Cysts near ovary Inconsequential cysts do not need repeat imaging ACRx
Lupus screening Do a simple ANA before more complicated tests ACRh
Lyme disease Avoid screening unless definite exposure and joint findings are present ACRh
Arthritis Exam is preferable to MRI to keep track of arthritis changes over time ACRh
Rheumatoid arthritis Try conventional drugs before newer biologic agents ACRh
Bone density scan Not needed any more frequently than every 2 years (if at all) ACRh
Heartburn Use lowest dose of medications adequate to treat chronic symptoms AGA
Colon screening If a colonoscopy is negative no additional screening is needed for 10 years AGA
Small colon polyps Small benign polyps do not need to be rechecked for 5 years AGA
Barret's esophagus After 2 favorable biopsies no recheck is needed for 3 years AGA

Painful digestion
Abdominal pain caused by the digestive process does not require repeat
imaging AGA

Dementia Other drugs should be tried before anti-psychotic medications AGS
Diabetic control Patients over age 65 should have a target for A1C level above 7.5 AGS
Sedatives Sedatives and sleeping pill should be avoided by elderly patients AGS
Bacteria in urine Elderly patients do not need treatment for bacteria in the urine without symptoms AGS
Cancer therapy Stop therapy if it is not working or the patient has become bed fast ASCO
Prostate cancer Early stage cancer does not require PET, CT or bone scans ASCO, AUA
Breast cancer Early stage cancer does not require PET, CT or bone scans ASCO
Breast cancer After treatment for cure avoid screening bio markers, PET, CT or bone scans ASCO
Fever after chemo If the risk of fever from low white count is below 20% avoid white cell stimulants ASCO
Vitamin D screening Not needed ASCP
SEPT9 blood test Only for colon cancer screening when other means are not possible ASCP
Bleeding time test Outdated test to be avoided ASCP

Blood clots
Trans-esophageal echo-cardiogram is not needed if result will not change
therapy ASE

Dialysis patients Cancer screening is not helpful ASN
Dialysis patients Drugs to raise blood counts above hemoglobin of 10 are not helpful ASN
Arthritis meds
(NSAIDS) People with hypertension, heart failure or kidney disease should avoid NSAIDS ASN

PICC lines
Long plastic IV lines should be avoided in patients with significant kidney
disease ASN

Starting dialysis The decision needs discussion with the patient, family and health providers ASN
Scanning benefit Radioactive scans should be avoided if benefit of treatment is unlikely ASNC
Testosterone meds Not helpful for erectile dysfunction if blood levels are OK AUA
Prostate symptoms Men with enlarged prostate symptoms do not need kidney tests or imaging AUA
Elevated PSA Antibiotics are not needed unless infection is present AUA
Undecended testis Ultrasound is not helpful for evaluation of boys with undecended testicles AUA
Calcium Score A screening CT of heart is not needed if coronary disease is already known SCCT
Coronary CT Not helpful for emergency room heart problems SCCT

Family heart history
A strong family history of coronary disease might suggest a CT calcium score
test SCCT

Urinary catheter Should not be used for incontinence nor left in place after surgery over 2 days SHM
Ulcer prevention Not all inpatients need anti-ulcer medications, only those with risk factors SHM
Transfusion Minimize transfusions, the need should be based on symptoms and risks SHM
Heart monitoring Heart monitoring has limited value outside the ICU.  Stop as soon as possible. SHM
Inpatient lab tests Serial blood counts and chemistry tests should stop when values are stable SHM
Chest x-ray Not needed for children with asthma or bronchiolitis SHM
Bronchodilators Don’t routinely use bronchodilators in children with bronchiolitis. SHM
Steroids in children Not helpful for uncomplicated lung infections in children under 2 years of age SHM
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Infants and reflux Acid suppression treatment is not helpful for infants SHM
Continuous oximetry Not needed unless patient on oxygen therapy SHM
Screening scans PET/CT is not needed for screening SNMMI
Thyroid nodules Nuclear scans not needed if thyroid tests are OK SNMMI
Lung scan for PE Young women get lower radiation exposure with a nuclear scan that a CT SNMMI
PET and dementia Avoid PET scans that will not lead to a treatment SNMMI
Thoracic surgery Patients without heart problems don't need pre-op heart testing STS
Cardiac surgery Evaluation of carotids not needed in absence of symptoms or high risk STS
Discharge ECG Not needed after valve surgery STS
Brain imaging Not needed for stage I lung cancer (malignant nodule) STS
Cardiac surgery Spirometry not needed pre-op unless shortness of breath is present STS
First episode DVT Chemical tests for blood for clotting diseases not needed SVM
Repeat DVT imaging Not needed unless clinically worsening SVM
Artery narrowing Effort at enlarging is not needed without symptoms or critical lack of blood flow SVM
Renal artery
screening Not needed unless hypertension is uncontrolled and renal function abnormal SVM
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